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Abstract

It is argued that for a transverse energy trigger, the can-

cellation theorem of DeTar, Ellis and Landshoff is not valid. As

a consequence, the problem of accounting for soft and hard com-

ponents in this kind of trigger becomes complicated and no sim-

ple separation between them is expected.
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1. Introduction

With the coming into operation of large acceptance calorimeters

triggering on the transverse energy, unexpected features have ap_

peared defying a simple perturbative QCD interpretation Tl^. The

cross section do/dE_ (E,_ is the total transverse energy depos-

ited in the calorimeter) is about two orders of magnitude larger

than the simplest QCD 4-jet model £lj . Furthermore, the observed

event structure resembles more that of a low-pT cluster model

than that expected in the QCD jet model. A first attempt to o-

vercome this disagreement is to attribute a rather large frac-

tion K40% at SPS) of the transverse energy deposited in the cal

orimeter to the beam and target jets |~l]] , in addition to their

significant role in explaining the lack of planarity in the e-

vent structure Q2J . To obtain these results, it is essential to

assume an intrinsic transverse momentum for the partons, which

are aligned, tilting by the same amount the spectator jets.This

procedure, although fully justified for single particle or nar-

row jet triggers l~3j , is in the context of a 2TI (in azimuth) cal-

orimeter, just an artificial procedure to enhance the hard scat.

tering cross section and widening the planarity distribution.

Another approach, makes use of noncollinear gluon emission from

initial and final partons r_4,5~] . The results of references Q O

and £53 differ on the significance of gluon bremsstrahlung at

the energy of the NAC' experiment. Whereas it is claimed in Q4^|

that all existent rinta, from SPS to pp collider energies can be

understood in this approach, in C5D ' o n tiie contrary, the effect

of gluon breamsstrahlung is much less significant at both NA5
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and collider energies. It is clear that the purpose of introducing

these complications is. to dilute the "jetness" of the event struc

ture, while enhancing the hard scattering cross section. From a

detached point of view, it is however hard to distinguish be-

tween this far fetched joodification of the simple parton model

and ordinary low-pT physics.

It is our purpose in this article to call attention to the prom

inent role played by low-p_ physics for the transverse energy trig_

oers. Our approach to this problem consists in calling attention

to a cancellation theorem by DeTar, Ellis and Landshoff íjoj. This

is examined in the next section, while Section 3 is devoted to

our conclusions and remarks on nuclear target effects.

2. Initial and Final State Soft Interactions

An important issue in the parton model approach to hard nroces-

ses is whether or not the initial and final state interactions

* i - - t

modify the parton model results . Cardy and Winbow |_9J and DeTar,

Ellis and Landshoff Q63 showed that the diffractive corrections

to Drell-Yan like processes (large-pT single particle, muon pair

production) give asymptotically a vanishing contribution to the

single particle inclusive cross section, even though they do mod

ify the event structure: a hard event will have superimposed on

it an ordinary low-p^ pionization structure. The physical pic-

In the following we do not consider interactions between spe£

tator and active partons which are considered in Ref. C

tator-spectator interactions in the Drell-Yan process, mediated

by gluons, have been treated in \_6^ .
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**
ture behind this result is :

(i) a d i s t inc t ion can be nade between those states accessible througi

the hard process, l e t us ca l l them |H> and those which can only

be reached through pionization, c a l l them |P> with < P | H > = 0 ,

( l i ) the amplitude AJJ for obtaining the hard s t a t e s receives two

P M
contributions, the simple parton model amplitude, &," * and that

corrected for initial and final state interactions AÒ > there-
n

fore AH»A^*
M* + A^.

Calling A the amplitude for the pionization states |P the

single particle inclusive cross section is calculated from,

n

+ lApi2 (D

Expression (1) corresponds to the Mueller diagrams obtained by

the slicings L,, L- and Lj indicated in Fig. 3.1 of reference

[J63. The result of DeTar et al. is that even though the slicings

Ll' L2 a n d L3 a r e in<^ividually non-vanishing their sum is zero

for the single particle cross section Eda/d p. Notice that each

of these slicings, represented by the diagrams of Fig. 1, do al

ter the event structure associated with the hard scattering.

Coming now to the transverse energy trigger, it is clear that

the diagrams with initial and final state interactions and with

pionization will contribute to the cross section as E T is sensi

For details» the original paper \lfT\ should be consulted (sec

also Qio3 for a discussion of this theorem).
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tive to the whole event structure . It is clear, fro» the

very beginning that Mueller's theorem does not directly apply to

do/dE-,, but we use the DcTar et al. theorora just as a guideline

for analyzing the effect of soft interactions on the hard scat

tering process. Of course, no cancelIntion should occur since

the variable £!„, is not solely determined by the hard scattering

part of the diaqrams in Fig. 1. The fully calorimetric measure

ment is unable to distinguish where a given S_ comes from. From

what has been said there is no reason why a genuinely soft con

tribution should not be included in da/dE_,. By this we mean a

soft interaction without any hard component superimposed on it.

This contribution was considered in [_lj and £llJ . In ref.fllj

the cross sections for hard and soft interactions were simply

added together. Our discussion shows that the problem of ac-

counting for all contributions is far from trivial. As a mat-

ter of fact one has all the terms in expression (1) plus the u

sual soft interaction coning from the total inelastic cross sec

tion. We stress the fact that the non-cancellation of the sev-

eral terms in (!) casts doubt on the uso of QCD modified parton

models for the 'rnnsverso energy calorineter trigger.

A» remarked In !_6_j« I-., -md L. Include partial Pomeron cut-

tings. Those may simulate benra and target jets wider than those

expected from simple fragmentation, Recall th.it this effects was

introduced in refs. l_5j and l_6 j and is an t?Bsential ingredient

in their nttempt at explaining the dnt.-i.
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3. Conclusions

We argued that due to the non cancellation of initial and fincT-

state interactions (soft spectator-spectator interactions), the

problem of accounting for soft and hard contributions to the E T

trigger is non trivial, spoiling the simple parton model approach

with QCD corrections.

We finish by pointing out that a possible place where to look

for the interplay of soft and hard components in caloriroetric ineas_

urements is in nuclear target effects.

Recently the E557 collaboration Ql2j investigated the produc-

tion of high transverse energy events in proton-nucleus collisions,

using a large solid angle calorimeter. The cross sections are pa

rametrlzed in the usual form Aa* T , with A the atomic number of

the target. The data, shown in Pig. 2 exhibits a transition from

the low-pT value oev2/3 to ct(ET)>l, at ET<vl0GeV for the 2TT trig-

ger. This may be indicative of a transition from the soft to the

hard regime. It would be interesting to investigate quantitative-

ly the interplay of the several contributions from Fig. 1 to the

behaviour Aa(ET>.
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Figure Captions

1. The si icings L-̂ , L_ and L3 (see Fig. 3 .1 , ref. CO» corre-

sponding to the different terms in (1). The wavy line represents

any number of exchanged Poraerons» When cutting through a Bomeron

one obtains the multiparticle pionization state indicated in L,.

2. The exponent <x(ET) as a function of ET for the 2ir trigger (from

Ref. C D
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